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Abstract. Mobile wireless sensor networks (Mobile-WSN) are useful in
harsh environments due to the presence of obstacles and/or dangerous
for sensors to be deployed deterministically. In this paper, we proposed a
Physarum inspired autonomous, model for dynamic deployment of sen-
sor nodes where multiple Physarum (as representation of sensors) will
compete over food resources (interest points) based on chemo-attraction,
and repulsion forces exerted by competing Physarums and obstacles. Our
simulation results have demonstrated the high coverage performance of
the model with minimal move overhead in the presence of obstacles with
the least number of sensors.
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1 Introduction

In mobile wireless sensor network (Mobile-WSN) the sensors are deployed ran-
domly to gather the information from the environment. In different applications
of Mobile WSN, it is not possible to deploy the sensors deterministically. After
initial random deployment sensors are required to disperse autonomously with-
out central control to maximize the coverage and re-establish the connectivity
of the network [8]. Mobile WSNs are to collect ground data for various pur-
poses such as such as battle field monitoring, bio-environmental surveillance,
earthquake observation, and wildlife reservoir [4,7,9].

Environmental obstacles (building, lakes, mountains, . . . ) can form holes in
the network, creating sets of isolated nodes and leaving uncovered areas. Sensor
coverage and connectivity problems were investigated thoroughly, and several
techniques were proposed with various capability and limitations [2,12].

Physarum may not have brain, but they are capable of solving many signif-
icant problems. Physarum senses gradients of chemo-attractants and repellents
and forms a yellowish vascular network which expands up to tens of centime-
ters in search of nutrition. The Physarum foraging behavior consists of two
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simultaneous self-organized processes of expansion (exploration) and shrinkage
(exploitation) [11].

Many mathematical models have been proposed to simulate Physarum for-
aging behavior [1,5,6,10,14]. Using these models Physarum Polycephalum is
capable of solving many NP-hard problems, such as finding the shortest path in
directed or undirected network [16], simulating transport network [15]. Physarum
can sense its environments as in maize labyrinth model [10], the applied approach
allow mobile nodes to navigate in unknown environments avoiding obstacles.

Our aim is to use unconventional computational power of Physarum poly-
cephalum to provide an energy aware distributed self-deployment algorithm for
dynamic deployment of sensor nodes after initial random deployment to avoid
obstacles, enhance coverage and re-establish the connectivity of the network.
In this model multiple Physarum (as representation of sensors) will be compet-
ing for target points (chemo-attractants as food), and avoiding boundaries and
obstacles (repellent as light). Each Physarum will consider all chemo-attractive
forces (nutrient sources) and repulsive forces due to the presence of competitors
(neighbor sensor), (obstacles, and field boundary) to determine its movements.
Up to our knowledge this is the first paper to simulate multiple Physarums in
hexagonal CA to solve the problem of node deployment in mobile WSN.

2 The Proposed Model

WSN is an example of graphically expressed problem. Given an initial random
deployment of n mobile sensor nodes over a 2-D area, we formulated a hexago-
nal CA reaction diffusion model for dynamic relocation of sensors using multi-
ple Physarums as a representation of mobile sensors and food sources as inter-
est points. We have designed energy aware algorithm where the sensor energy
decrease by 1% with every movement step this will give a priority to less used
sensors to compete over interest points.

2.1 The Model State of Cellular Automaton (CA)

In order to model mobile-WSN, we considered a CA grid in the two-dimension
space, which is divided into a matrix (X × Y ) of identical hexagon cells, in
which every cell c(i,j) has six neighbours. In this grid a set of m sensors
(S = s1, s2, . . . , sm) are competing on a set of n interest point (IP =
ip1, ip2, . . . , ipn). The state of a cell ct(i,j) at time t located at position (i, j)
is described by its type as in Eq. 1, whether it is an interest point, a sensor, an
empty cell, or an obstacle cell (Ex:- physical obstacle, boundary wall).

CT(i,j) = {“FREE”, “OBSTACLE”, “INTEREST POINT”, “SENSOR”}
(1)

An interest point is defined by its mass, and a sensor is defined by its energy,
similarly to the original Physarum competition model, where chemical is defined
by its mass, and Physarum is defined by its mass respectively.
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2.2 Area Hexagonal Tessellation

We considered hexagonal deployments that minimize redundancy, and avoiding
that more than one node senses and processes the same event [13]. The area is
dynamically tessellated by regular hexagons with its side equal communication
radius (Rc). The vertices and the centers of the regular hexagons will be identified
as the interest points to be filled up with food source to attract Physarums. It has
been proved that such node placement technique maximizes the area coverage
using a minimum number of nodes [3].

2.3 Cellular Automaton (CA) Model Rules

In our model, each sensor is a self organized computational unit. Each of them
aims to achieve the maximum utility based on its local environment by choos-
ing appropriate behaviors. The CA model rules are mainly based on the dif-
fusion equations combined with Physarum heuristics in competition settings,
where multiple sensors (Physarums) will compete for these interest points (Food
resources). Each sensor will execute the diffusion process (as defined in Eqs. 2, 3)
to explore its neighborhood within its communication radius (Rc). Each sensor
at iteration (t) uses the values of its six neighbours cell to calculate the value of
the energy at the next iteration (t + 1).

SEt+1
(i,j) = SEt

(i,j) +
∑

(k,l)

{(
SF ∗ SD ∗ SEt

(k,l)

) − SEt
(i,j), if S AA(i,j),(k,l) = 1

0, otherwise

∀(k, l) : i − 1 � k � i + 1,
j − 1 � l � j + 1,
k �= l

SF = 1 + S AttForcet(i,j),(k,l) + S RepForcet(i,j),(k,l) (2)

where,

SEt+1
(i,j) defines the diffusion of sensor energy for the next generation (t + 1) at

cell c(i,j).

SEt
(i,j) is the current energy of the sensor at iteration (t) for cell c(i,j).

SF is the forces affecting a sensor.

SD is the sensor diffusion coefficient.

S AA(i,j),(k,l) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1, if CT(k,l) = “FREE” OR “INTEREST POINT”
1, if CT(k,l) = (“SENSOR”) AND (SID(i,j) = SID(k,l))
0, otherwise

(3)
where,

S AA(i,j),(k,l) defines whether a sensor at cell c(i,j) is available to diffuse towards
a neighbouring cell c(k,l).
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SID(i,j) is the ID of the sensor.
In our model, we have addressed a 1% decrease in sensor energy (Physarum

mass) with each movement step. Simply, sensor superiority in competition is
directly proportional to sensor energy, a key point for load balancing and will
give a priority to less used sensors to process messages and replace failed nodes.
The process of searching for interest points will be executed for several rounds
until all interest points are filled or other stopping conditions are met. Sensors
failed to occupy interest points will not move and stay in stand-by for fault
repair. This will minimize node displacement, and help to enhance the network
lifetime.

2.4 Modelling Multiple Physarum and Multiple Food Resources

We created a new formula to compute two forces (attraction/repulsion) acting on
Physarum: The first is chemo-attraction force to food sources (interest points),
and the second is the repulsion negative forces the competing Physarums exert
on each other based on its mass (sensor energy), and repulsion forces exerted by
obstacles and boundary wall.

The attraction/repulsion forces as described in Eqs. 4, 5 determine the move-
ment of Physarum towards the food and away from other competitors and
obstacles.

S AttForce(i,j),(k,l) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

IPM(k,l)

Total IPM
, if IPM(k,l) = MAX(IPM(i,j))

0, otherwise
(4)

where,
S AttForce(i,j),(k,l) defines the value of attraction force of SE(i,j) towards its
neighbouring cell c(k,l).
IPM(i,j) is the current mass of the interest point for cell c(i,j).
Total IPM is the total sum of all interest points mass on the grid.

S RepForce(i,j),(k,l) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

SEt
opp(k,l)

Total SE
, if SID(i,j) �= SIDopp(k,l),

SEt
opp(k,l) > Rep Limit

0, otherwise

(5)

where,

S RepForce(i,j),(k,l) defines the value of repulsion force of SE(i,j) towards its
neighbouring cell c(k,l).

SEt
opp(i,j) is the neighbor sensor energy at the opposite direction.

Rep Limit is a limit where sensor must reach to repel neighboring sensor.
Each Physarums will execute the algorithm, to explore its neighborhood

within its Rc and will find shortest pass to nearest interest point.
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Algorithm 1. Slime Mould Diffusion

Formal Name: SM DIFF

Input : cellt(i,j).sm (A slime mould in cell(i,j) at time ’t’)

Ensure : cellt(i,j).sm.mass > Diffusion Limit

1 for dir ∈ HEX Directions do
2 SM Forces =

1 + SM AttForce(cellt(i,j).sm, dir) + SM RepForce(cellt(i,j).sm, dir);

3 diffused mass = SM AA(cellt(i,j).sm, dir) ∗ SM Forces ∗
cellt(i,j).sm.diffusion factor ∗ cellt(i,j).sm.mass;

4 cellt+1
(dir).sm.mass = cellt+1

(dir).sm.mass + diffused mass;

5 cellt+1
(i,j).sm.mass = cellt+1

(i,j).sm.mass − diffused mass;

6 end

Physarums failed to occupy interest points will not move and stay in stand-
by for fault repair. This will minimize maximum node displacement, and help
to enhance the network lifetime since node movement exhausts energy.

3 Experimental Results

Table 1. Parameters values
for the experiments

Parameter Value
SD 0.1
SE 3000
IPM 3000
REP LIMIT 5

The core model was implemented in Java with Pro-
cessing package https://processing.org/ being used
for graphical simulation. All the experiments were
repeated for 30 times using the same parameters of
diffusion equation as in [14] (Table 1).

In this experiment, Physarum as a representa-
tion of sensors were placed in a 2D (50×50) hexag-
onal grid with obstacles for sensor communication
(lake, mountains, etc. . . . ). In harsh environment
even sensors random deployment over all the interest area may not be feasi-
ble. In this research sensors were deployed in selected areas away from obstacles
(Fig. 1-a). The sensors are homogeneous, they have same sensing and commu-
nication radii, where Rs = 2, and Rc = 5. All the sensors move with the same
speed and the same energy.

The area is virtually tessellated by regular hexagons with its side equal com-
munication radius. All the vertices and the center of each hexagon (interest
points = 82) will be filled with food source to attract Physarums (Fig. 1-a). We
conducted three experiments scenarios; one folds (82 sensors), 1.5 folds (123 sen-
sors) and two fold (164 sensors) the number of interest points. Physarums will
execute the the proposed algorithm in Sect. 2. Physarum will sense its surround-
ing environment and define obstacles within its Rs, and will communicate with
other Physarums in its Rc range. The algorithm will be repeated until at least
90% of interest points are filled or after 30 rounds are executed (Fig. 1-b).

https://processing.org/
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Fig. 1. (A) The initial sensor deployment and (B) the relocation of sensors after 30
round execution of the proposed model for the first scenario (82 sensors).

The outcome of the experiment showed that percentage of coverage, and the
total number of moves to fill interest points were nearly similar in the three
scenarios (Fig. 2). After the first round about 50% 0f coverage is achieved with
an average one step/sensor. There after the sensors disseminate all over the area
away from wall boundaries and obstacles with least number of sensors (one fold)
and with minimal number of movement (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. (A) Movement steps and (B) Area coverage versus number of rounds for the
three scenarios.

4 Conclusion

In this study, we presented a novel Physarum inspired energy aware model
for dynamic deployment of mobile sensor nodes in the presence of obsta-
cles. This model simulated Physarum complex foraging behavior based on
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hexagonal cellular automata and reaction diffusion system, where multiple
Physarums will sense the surrounding environment, and will compete over the
interest points based on chemo-attraction and repulsion forces exerted by obsta-
cles, and competing Physarums. Simulation results have demonstrated the high
coverage performance of the model with minimal move overhead even in the
presence of obstacles with the least number of sensors.
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